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Abstract

This paper extends the notion of the rational agent in economics by acknowledging the role of the
unconscious in the agent’s decision-making process. It argues that the unconscious can be modelled by
a rational agent with his own objective function and set of information. The combination of both the
conscious and unconscious agents is called the dual agent. This dual agent presents rationally biased
behaviors that may persist through aggregation and could be potentially measured. It also provides a
theoretical approach to the emotionally-driven actions.
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Introduction

The rational agent hypothesis is at the heart of economic theory. Developed among the neo-classical school
during the middle of the nineteenth century, this hypothesis states that economic agents are rational, meaning
that they choose their actions in order to maximize their utility. By systematically disregarding all non-
rational behaviors, the theory has allowed economics to abstract itself from the vagaries of human nature
and, as such, has been a powerful tool in the reshaping of the discipline as a natural science. While other
social scientists were adamant in their quest to model human nature, economists created a world in which
agents are perfectly rational, always optimize to the best of their knowledge and make no systematic errors.

Critics of this perfect rational man have been lurking in the economic literature for more than fifty years.
They rightly point out that models based on such assumptions have blatantly and repeatedly failed to foresee
any market crash or other economic disruption from the theoretical equilibrium. They stress the fact that
economics should acknowledge the findings of other social sciences and build on them, rather than going on
assuming improbable hypothesis.

This stream of criticisms has materialized in the behavioral branches of both Economics and Finance,
which seek to suggest mathematical alternatives with firm psychological foundations to rational assumptions.
However, it ignores the fact that psychology suffers from its own evils. The empirical approach adopted by
the discipline condemns its theories to be regularly rejected or amended according to new empirical findings.
Models based on fully rational microeconomic behavior usually yield results that are richer, deeper and more
interesting than those achieved by behavioral models. This is probably why despite its grossly caricatural
assumptions, the rational agent is still so much in favor in economics.

To put things differently, Economics may have been wrong in assuming one monolithic conscious agent.
It has gone one step too far in its quest of simplification by assuming the self as a single rational agent. It
does not follow, however, that its global approach is wrong.

In this paper, we step back and show that the inability of the rational agent hypothesis to account
for irrational behaviors and psychological biases can be corrected once an additional unconscious agent is
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added along a conscious agent within each individual. The dual agent approach drops the apparently logical
assumption of a single agent governed by a single conscious (see Becker 1962, 1968 for instance), and opts for
two fully rational and coexisting agents. In order to do so, it seeks to determine the theoretical conditions
under which these agents could be rational, act simultaneously using the same utility, and end up having a
different action.

So that, whereas Behavioral approaches use psychology to inform economics and amend theoretical
economic rationality according to empirical findings (Balthussen 2009; Thaler 1993; Mullainathan and Thaler
2001; and Camerer et al. 1999, 2003, 2004), the dual agent approach allows economics to inform psychology.

Of course, we are well aware that economic models of inconsistent behaviors have long considered the
agent as a set of interacting sub-agents (see Ross 2010). These models use dual or multiple selves acting
synchronically and/or diachronically to achieve different objectives, such as Akerlof’s case of procrastination
(1991, 2002). Usually, two selves are distinguished. A long-run self imposes costs on a short-run self and
controls or manipulates his behavior (see Fudenberg and Levine 2006). The agent is time inconsistent since
the short-run self departs from the plan designed by the long-run self.

This is particularly true in the Pico-economic framework (see Ainslie 1991, 1992; Ross 2010 and references
therein for an account) that considers a sort of random successive self, depending on the state of nature
assumed. Some further distinctions between selves can be introduced: one may control or correct some
impulsive decisions of his predecessors. Thus, the role of the unconscious processes appear as a mere unknown
mechanism modifying the short-term utility, implying time inconsistency biases in behavior and apparent
successive selves.

The notion of dual agent proposed in this paper differs from the above since our goal is precisely to model
these very unconscious processes. Only by describing some rational unconscious behavior can we hope to
achieve this. We consider that the agents’ patterns of behavior are permanent and active at all stages of
the decision’s and action’s processes. In such a setting, unconscious processes are neither modelled as biases
within the agent’s mind nor by stochastic modification such as state of nature, but naturally emerge due to
the coexistence, alongside the conscious, of a fully rational agent interpreting the external signals according
to his own grid of lecture. There are no such thing as successive selves, but rather two (or several) interacting
agents. Time inconsistency and biases only emerge as a result of these interactions. The unconscious agent
we consider here is an agent that is absent and ignored from the standard models, and which specifically
induces, through his action, the changes in behavior and the apparently successive selves.

Closer to our approach is Simon (1982, 1986). He stresses the importance of utilities, beliefs and expec-
tations in economic rationality, which require an empirically founded theory of choice, that in turn needs
to specify what information decision makers use, and how they actually process it. This has been the route
taken here. Considering the unconscious as a rational agent permanently acting alongside the conscious in
a simple model required to specify his information. The economical approach presented here establishes a
minimal framework for the description of the unconscious as a rational agent.

The paper is structured as follows. The first section presents and discuss the dual agent hypotheses.
Section 2 develops the model. It specifies the context, the objectives of both the conscious and unconscious
agents and the resulting action of the combined dual agent. Section 3 presents the results of the model.
Section 4 puts the results in perspective. Section 5 concludes.

1 The Dual Agent Hypotheses

This paper will describe two agents, the conscious and the unconscious, and their possible interactions within
a single economic agent, the dual agent. In this section, we present the general specificities of each of these
agents.

1.1 Conscious and Unconscious agents

The conscious agent considered here is the neo-classical rational agent. He apprehends the parameters of
the reality through noisy signals and chooses his actions to optimize his welfare given all the information at
his disposal. Since this conscious agent will turn out to be the quite familiar, we will rather dwell on the
modeling of the unconscious agent.
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In its very general meaning, two type of actions can be qualified as being unconscious.
First, the actions that are not originating from the conscious mind, but that punctually emerge to the

conscious mind, such as dreams, slips of the tongue, etc (see Freud 1899). These actions are conscious, but
are said to be unconscious in that they reflect the activity of a part of our self that we do not control, whose
actions we do not or cannot control or endorse, but that seems to reveal alternate logic, tastes or priorities.

A second, more straightforward acceptation of the term unconscious actions are those actions that are
literally un-conscious, or non-conscious. They refer to the activity that is decidedly beyond the grasp of the
conscious mind (for instance see Naccache 2009 or Armony and Vuilleumier 2013). This could refer to a
purely physiological or neurological unconscious, so to speak, the unconscious that purely governs our mental
and/or physiological processes, such as breathing, hunger, instincts, reflexes, etc.

If we were to focus on the first definition of the unconscious, and exclusively consider the part of the mind
that is not conscious, but can become conscious at some point, we could reduce the economic agent to the
traditional rational agent, whose perception of reality is only impaired by his imperfect information, or his
own inability to counter some inappropriate behaviors. This is the path followed by Behavioral Economics.
Boots of irrationality are seen as punctually superseding the rational agent’s actions. The unconscious is
taken into account, but not modeled as a rational and permanently acting agent in his own right, alongside
the conscious.

Alternatively, if we reduced the unconscious to the second part of the former definition, i.e. if it were the
part of psychic activity beyond the reach of the conscious mind, the parameters of the reality the unconscious
agent could react to through his action would be radically beyond the knowledge of the conscious agent.
Both the conscious and the unconscious agents could, and would indeed, coexist in radically independent
worlds. Our purpose would be trivial, the action of the resulting - combined - economic agent being the sum
of two distinct and independent actions performed by two distinct agents, endowed with radically different
knowledge and clearly defined fields of competence. Besides, in such a context, the action of this unconscious
would be of slight interest to the economist.

To us, the best approach is therefore to describe the unconscious as a second, permanent, fully rational
agent, acting alongside the conscious, yet distinct from the latter. It is the approach we shall take in this
paper. Whatever the actions these two agents, conscious or unconscious, can take separately, there is only
one physical agent that will act. Therefore we cannot treat these two agents separately. We will call the
combination of the conscious and the unconscious agents acting alongside and simultaneously the dual agent.

1.2 Utilities

Could the utilities of the conscious and the unconscious agents differ? The unconscious performs, among
various other tasks, all the physiological functions that guarantee the individual’s survival at their best
routinely. This survival is guaranteed on the basis of a body of past knowledge, acquired at birth or through
time by the individual, that may be modified by events, so that it may evolve through time. However, being
a mix of genetic heritage, physiological regulatory processes, instincts, reflexes, social conditioning, among
other relevant factors, it can be supposed to be either constant or strongly backward-looking.

Yet the term survival is very limited and should be replaced by the term wellbeing: the survival being a
wellbeing a minima, it can be seen as the least desirable of all other preferable outcomes. Such a setup is, in
itself, the guarantee that the individual survival will be, at worst, satisfied. So that we can safely state that
the unconscious agent optimizes the wellbeing of the individual.

But experience informs us that this objective is a priori shared by the conscious agent. Naturally, this
often turns out to be a more subjective wellbeing than an objective one. To preserve our health, we should
definitely eat less, drink less, drive more carefully, or quit smoking. But our subjective wellbeing somehow
imposes that we eat or drink as much as we like of what we prefer, drive too fast and go on smoking. Some
may at times want to suppress themselves altogether, yet this could also be seen as a mere extreme version
of a conscious quest of wellbeing.

We are driven to conclude that both the conscious and the unconscious agents have the same utility,
the preservation of the individual wellbeing. And indeed, in this paper it is not the utility per se that
distinguishes both agents, but the way they perceive their environment. This will become more evident by
specifying further each agent’s characteristics and their resulting grids of lectures.
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1.3 Grids of lecture

We have seen in the above that the conscious agent must have exactly the same utility as the unconscious
agent. Yet economic theory predicts that when the same set of information is shared by two rational agents
having the same utility, their actions should be identical.

In order to explain distinct behaviors between two agents, and for these actions to be the result of some
kind of optimization, we must allow some difference of information to emerge between the conscious and
unconscious agents. We assume that the difference in information between the conscious and unconscious
agents does not arise from the parameters of the reality, but rather from the way they are processed by each
agent, and that this directly derives from each agent’s function.

We will suppose that the defining role of the unconscious is to scan the information — both internal and
external - collected through the body perceptive modes. The unconscious may then recognize and respond to
the parameters collected, before eventually transmitting all or part of this set of data to the conscious. This
setup allows the unconscious to respond to a set of relevant characteristics before the conscious being even
aware of a situation. It also allows for the conscious to be endowed with most, although maybe not all, of the
parameters of the reality listed by the unconscious. This general setup is in line with the current acception of
neuronal processes, that identify the brain as a machine set to represent attributes and mental objects. Our
perceptive modes are a mere collection of mental processes seeking to extract the relevant information to the
representation they are supposed to elaborate. neuronal networks, that share the same encoding information
properties, then process this information. As such, they constitute representational systems of external and
internal information. We also assume that the conscious is able to group and recognize these characteristics,
name them, and organize them in multiple subsets forming one coherent set.

To illustrate this point, let us analyze two practical examples. Let us suppose you are standing in front of
a building. You can see the building. That is to say that your conscious is able to identify a building. Yet the
conscious has only been able to reach this conclusion thanks to the unconscious. Indeed, the unconscious has
first collected a list of data through his perceptive channels. In front of the building, this list of data could
be for instance: thing, static, big, rectangular, with dark holes, tiles, inhabitants, etc. Or let us suppose you
are stuck in a traffic jam. Your car is at the stop, just behind a big truck. Once again, this is only what you
can see, that is what your conscious as identified as a truck. To come to this conclusion, your conscious has
processed a list of characteristics perceived by your unconscious, such as thing, in front of me, rectangular,
with wheels, small mirrors, metal plate, number written at its back, smoke coming from a metal tube, etc.

From the above lists of characteristics, your conscious extracts the information that this thing in front
of you is a building or a truck. From the context, he is able to deduce that these mirrors must be some
rear-view mirrors, the metal plate a licence plate, the metal tube a muffler, and that this thing in front of
you with wheels, rear-view mirrors, licence plate, and muffler, must be a truck. Following the same logic, he
has deduced that this rectangular and static shape, with its roof, walls, windows and inhabitants must be a
building.

1.4 Implication

The fact that the conscious treats some information collected by the unconscious has one important conse-
quence. It implies that the unconscious must be an always operating-agent : his actions must be continuous.
This in turn justifies the stance taken in this paper. The very fact that the conscious should be aware of the
reality is the very proof that the unconscious is performing his function: listing the parameters of reality,
analyzing and transmitting them to the conscious.
Besides, the fact that the unconscious and conscious agents share some or all signals, but interpret or

weights them differently leads us to reinterpret what has been said on utilities. Even though conscious and
unconscious have the same utility, the signals they use to optimize these utilities lead them to potentially
radically different actions. Apparently, everything happens as if they had optimized different utilities.
However, these sole assumptions are not sufficient to induce any difference between the conscious and

unconscious’ actions. To induce a real difference between each agent’s specific actions, we must suppose
that they perceive the same reality in two distinct ways, and, consequently, treat the incoming information
differently. In this paper, the critical difference between the conscious and unconscious lies in their respective
perception of time.
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This distinction can be drawn from the very role of each agent. The unconscious scans and reacts to
parameters of the reality, before eventually passing on some of this information to the conscious. He is also
bound to maintain some specific equilibria within the body on a permanent basis. Each and every second,
vital operations are performed, that cannot be postponed. Whereas the conscious can take time into account,
and delay some or all of its actions, the unconscious is bound to act on a permanent, continuous basis so
to speak. So that the laps of time on which each agent, conscious and unconscious, operate is radically
different, and that we can safely assume that the unconscious short, medium and long term are infinitely
shorter than the conscious ones.

The role of the unconscious is also to spot and react to potentially harmful situations. Some are predefined
and passed from generation to generation through instincts, some are acquired through early and/or repeated
experiences. In order to perform this function, the unconscious cannot discard any element of information.
Whereas the conscious acts as a selecting device and tends to discard information once it has been processed,
the unconscious never discards what he perceives, since it could always turn out to be relevant.

Two specific and very different agents emerge from these assumptions. In terms of information, the
unconscious is clearly more informed than the conscious. He has access to a much wider and deeper perception
of the parameters of the reality than the conscious. Yet it does not follow that the unconscious is better
informed than the conscious. Indeed, the unconscious lacks the time dimension associated with the conscious
activity. Naturally, strictly speaking, the unconscious takes time into account, but his time span is much
shorter than the one of the conscious. His function is to preserve and come back to an equilibrium. Thus,
by many aspects, the unconscious can be considered as a static agent. The conscious on the contrary can
be considered as a dynamic agent. First of all, the conscious takes time into account, and his plans can be
modified according to the continuously evolving parameters of the reality. Besides, the conscious can always
postpone or modify his tasks depending on the environment.

This clearly suggests that, although the unconscious presented here can indeed be seen as a rational
agent, the way it processes its information will trigger radically different actions from those of the conscious.

1.5 Mutual awareness

How do the conscious and unconscious perceive one another within the dual agent? In the present paper, we
have supposed that the conscious and unconscious ignore each other’s presence. This stance requires some
explanations.

The conscious is, by definition, the least informed of the two agents. This directly results from the role
of the unconscious, which scans the parameters of the reality before transmitting eventually some of them
to the conscious. In this setup, the conscious is bound to ignore many of the parameters the unconscious is
dealing with, and that are specific to his activity.

For example, the conscious will ignore most of the physiological processes the unconscious is performing
constantly. Actually, there is no reason to assume that the conscious is aware of the fact that an other - and
possibly more informed - agent exists along his side.

The unconscious is the most informed of the two agents in terms of scope of information. Yet it does not
follow that he is fully and perfectly well informed. This results from the unconscious’ grid of lecture. Because
the unconscious ignores the time dimension of events, he has no reason to suspect that an alternate grid of
lecture exists, nor that the conscious, using all information at his disposal, should know more or better than
he does.

The overlapping nature of the unconscious and conscious knowledge - the set of parameters, actions, even
utilities, could lead the unconscious to ignore the conscious’ action, and vice-versa. Because the difference
between the conscious and unconscious lies within their respective perception of time, they have no reason
to suspect that the other agent perception could be more accurate than their own.

We have shown in the above that the unconscious has his own set of information, utility, and action,
and that he can be considered as both economically rational and different from the conscious. We have
furthermore mentioned that the conscious can be seen as the neo-classical rational agent. Let us now see
how these two rational agents can be modeled as one single agent, the dual agent.
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2 The Model

In the following, we shall call conscious and unconscious the two rational economic agents, and the dual agent,
the agent resulting from the combination of these two agents within a single individual. We will present
the reality, a benchmark case, and the context faced by each agent, conscious and unconscious respectively,
before specifying their information sets and utilities. We will then present the full model of the dual agent,
along with its optimization. To simplify the matter, the dynamics of the model is left for further research.

2.1 The reality

Both conscious and unconscious actions suppose an external situation in which actions take place. We will
call this environment the reality. It is described quantitatively by means of parameters. These parameters
can refer to various elements such as social interactions, sets of behaviors, agents, costs, external conditions,
interactions. All these constitute the environment the conscious, the unconscious and the dual agent face
and are confronted to.

We will call θ this set of parameters describing the reality. The reality θ is a vector:

θ =(θ1, ...θn) (1)

Note that each parameter θi could be seen as a vector of characteristics that fully describes θi. However,
this refinement will be ignored here.

2.2 Benchmark case: one fully informed agent

To later discuss our results, we need to introduce a fictitious benchmark case that could be defined as the
optimization of a fully informed agent. This agent would optimize his wellbeing depending on the true
parameters of the reality:

W (a, θ1, ...θn)

This would trigger an optimal action aopt. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume this action to be a
linear combination of the parameters of the reality, so that aopt will be a linear function of the parameters :

aopt =
∑

αiθi

The optimal action is the weighted sum of the parameters of the reality, where the αi can be seen as
transformers that translate the quantitative parameters of the reality into an action.

2.3 The conscious

The utility and optimal action of the conscious agent is similar to our benchmark case. However the conscious
agent is not fully informed and has a specific grid of lecture. We assume that he can at best grasp part a
set θ̃ defined as:

θ̃ =(θ1 + ε1, ..., θn + εn) (2)

where the parameters ε1,..., εn encompass all types of mistakes made by the conscious: mistakes in percep-
tions, lack of information for instance. As a consequence, if alone, he would process the parameters of reality
and optimize his expected wellbeing to the best of his knowledge :

EcW (a, θ1, ...θn)

Where Ec denotes the expectations given θ̃. Thus, the conscious will depart from the benchmark optimal
action and set his action to:

a = Ecaopt =
∑

αiE
cθi

=
∑

αi (θi + ε1)

= aopt + ε (3)
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where ε is the overall mistake induced by the conscious’ incomplete information:

ε =
∑

αiε1

Action a is in fact the standard optimization of the rational agent, where imperfect information can lead the
agent to take erroneous decisions.

2.4 The unconscious

Recall that, in the present setup, the unconscious’ distinctive role is to list characteristics perceived in the
world that surrounds each individual. He performs this action by collecting the information of the body’s
various perceptive modes. So that the unconscious does not perceive the world as the conscious does, but
first and foremost, as a pure list of parameters.

Besides, because he is a static agent, the unconscious, although rational, significantly departs from the
conscious in his perception of his wellbeing. He does not consider situations as they occur to the conscious,
but as a set of small units of meaningfull elements, that he recombines and interprets freely, to compare
them to a specific set of predefined and potentially harmfull situations.

The unconscious must therefore be modeled as an agent reacting to a re-created and distinct situation
from the actual one, so that the situation the unconscious is facing can be characterized by its own subset
of parameters θu, defined as:

θ
u = (θu

1
, ...θun) (4)

These parameters are the set of elements recognized as meaningful by the unconscious while analyzing the
reality.
The unconscious systematically and continuously analyzes the present context and confronts it to his

own parameters. In turn, the recognition of part or all of these parameters within the present context will
trigger the unconscious’ reaction.
However, because the unconscious decomposes the reality in small units and interpret them according to

his own grid of lecture, some of these parameters may be overlooked by or simply unknown to the conscious,
so that θu 6= θ̃ 6= θ.

Conscious and unconscious are therefore endowed with dissymmetric sets of information. The conscious
perceives the reality through the fog induced by his incomplete information, while the unconscious keeps on
analyzing the reality according to a mainly backward-looking grid of lecture.

Once the θu are recognized, the unconscious will seek to maximize a wellbeing Wu = EuW , that can be
written:

EuW =Wu (a, θu
1
, ...θun)

This wellbeing depends on the perceived situation. Here again, because the unconscious is backward-looking
and mostly reacts to past situations. The wellbeing Wu can be seen as an obsolete wellbeing, inducing
actions that actually optimize real but past situations. His actions are therefore bounded to be suboptimal
in the present context. We also assume that Wu is quadratic in the (θu

1
, ...θun). His optimal action would be

Euaopt =
∑
γiθ

u
i , i.e. a combination of the perceived parameters by the unconscious.

2.5 The dual agent

The combination of the conscious and the unconscious is the dual agent.
Being a combination of two agents, this dual agent reacts to two sets of parameters : the parameters

within the reality that are processed by the unconscious, on the one hand, and those significant to and
processed by the conscious, on the other hand.
Therefore the dual agent will, as a single agent, optimize a combination of wellbeing: W and Wu, the

wellbeing of the conscious and the unconscious respectively:

(1− β)EcW (a, θ1, ...θn) + βE
uW (a, θu

1
, ...θun) (5)
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where β is the weight of the unconscious in the process of choice.
The parameter β describes the "power of intrusion" of the unconscious in the dual agent’s utility. When

β = 0, the action boils down to the standard benchmark case, in which the dual agent is the rational,
conscious, agent. When β 6= 0, the higher the β, the more permeable the dual agent action is to the
unconscious analysis of the reality, or alternatively, the more does the reality fit the unconscious grid of
lecture. β is therefore dependent on the parameters θ and θu, and in turn, on the personal history of the
dual agent. As such, it can evolve over time.

Stating a single, combined, utility for two agents may seem awkward. Game Theory would model these
two agents as each having his own action and playing one against the other. However, in this model, Game
Theory does not apply: only one agent, the dual agent, is playing. Yet this single action must nonetheless
be the result of a combination of two utilities, and two individual independent actions. Indeed it is our
assumption in this paper that they ignore one another. Moreover, given their respective perception of time,
these two agents have no reason to suspect that their action should be different. The dual agent’s action is
therefore the result of the combined actions of the conscious and the unconscious, and this result cannot -
at least in the context of this paper - be reduced through Game Theory.

Formally, the optimal action taken by the dual agent is a combination, at least in first approximation:

a = (1− β)Ecaopt + βEuaopt

= (1− β)
(
aopt + ε

)
+
(
βaopt + β

(∑
γiθ

u
i − a

opt
))

= aopt + (1− β) ε+ β
∑

(γiθ
u
i − αiθi) (6)

We will interpret this equation in detail in the result section.
To conclude this section, let us note first that, in the above, we have totally distinguished the conscious

and unconscious perceptions of reality. It would actually be more accurate to consider the unconscious has
been able to blur the perception of the conscious. This corresponds to replacing the conscious’ perception of
the parameters:

θ̃ =(θ1 + ε1, ...θn + εn) (7)

by a blurred combination

θ̃
′

=(θ1 + λ1θ
u
1
+ ε1, ...θn + λnθ

u
n + εn) (8)

In this context, an analysis would lead to a net gain of information for the conscious, by re-establishing the
true signals θ̃.
Note also that the timing of the action could be refined. Each agent could act separately or sequentially,

and in turn observe the result of these two actions. Alternately, the unconscious could blur the parameters
of the conscious with his own parameters, thereby modifying the conscious’ wellbeing. Yet these situations
would be equivalent, and are indeed more conveniently modeled through a single, dual agent’s wellbeing,
that combines both the conscious and unconscious agents’ wellbeing.

3 Results

Equation (6) shows that the action of the dual agent can be broadly defined as the sum of two terms : an
optimal social action, and a bias to this optimal social action.
The first term, aopt, is the optimal action of the dual agent. It encompasses the actions of the conscious

and the unconscious that would be adequate when facing a given environment. It can be defined as the
optimal social choice.
The two other terms (1− β) ε and β

∑
(γiθ

u
i − αiθi) blur this optimal social action:

The second term of equation (6), (1− β) ε, is the usual white noise of standard economic models. It is
unavoidable and results from the usual conscious’ lack of information about the parameters of the reality.
It represents the overall noise that impairs the conscious’ choice, and produces a sub-optimal and totally
random outcome.

The second term of the bias, β
∑
(γiθ

u
i − αiθi), represents a pure action of the unconscious. Unlike the

first term of the bias, it is not random, and represents a systematic bias with respect to aopt.
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This term should not be sub-optimal since the unconscious optimizes a wellbeing. Yet the wellbeing of
the unconscious, Wu, does not merely optimize the real, actual situation faced by the agent, but rather a set
of past atemporal situations perceived in the present situation. It only seldom represents an optimal action
vis-à-vis the present situation, as seen by the conscious, but should rather be seen as an effective loss for
the conscious. Its impact on the dual agent’s action will depend on the weight given to Wu within the dual
agent’s optimization.

To the dual agent however, this bias is part of his optimization, and cannot be seen as a loss. It is
nonetheless inefficient on a social point of view, since it is biased toward the unconscious’ optimum.

What is this bias composed of? Note that it is a combination of the differences between the parameters
perceived by the conscious and those perceived by the unconscious. It results from the difference of grid of
lecture between conscious and unconscious, and reflects the discrepancies that arise between mere facts and
the way they are interpreted by the conscious and the unconscious respectively.

While the parameters of the conscious are real and observable, the parameters of the unconscious are,
at least partly, discarded or unobservable to the conscious, since by definition the θui are projections of the
unconscious on the parameters θi in an atemporal space of parameters. θ

u
i is therefore the result of an

interpretation performed by the unconscious and, as such, incomprehensible to the conscious. This overall
bias can therefore be defined as an action performed by the dual agent, directly observable to the conscious.
It is a departure from the optimal action, in that it would not necessarily be required from the situation as
such. The conscious does not control it, since it is induced by an unconscious activity, and is the result from
the misinterpretation of a present situation by the unconscious.

Let us underscore that if this bias can be a material action, it is not necessarily bound to be so. It could
very well be an immaterial action. It could be a slip of the tongue, for example, but it could also be a
thought, an emotion, a feeling, an exclamation, etc. Although it may not be fully adequate, let us for now
call it the emotive part of the agent’s action.

Last but not least, this bias in the action of the dual agent will not necessarily disappear when aggregating
over agents. It will depend on the nature of the bias. Actually, if its trigger is a common scheme among
individual, and not a personal feature, it will sum up over a population. This can give some rationale to
some common seemingly irrational behaviors.

4 Discussion

This paper innovates in showing that the action of two purely rational agents optimizing according their
own grid of lecture within a single dual agent results in a perfectly optimal action, an error term, and a bias
to this optimal action.

The optimal action aopt is a combination of the actions of the conscious and the unconscious that would
adequately respond to reality. It can be seen as the action of a perfectly informed dual agent. This action is
subject to errors, notably due to the dual agent’s lack of information. The last part of the action is a bias
to the optimal action. It is not irrational per se, however it is not factually optimal since it is not relevant
to the present situation, and as such it can seem irrational.

What is the nature of this bias? Recall that the bias has been defined as an action performed by the dual
agent, directly observable to the conscious but not controlled by him. We have called this bias the emotive
part of the action.

Note that our model does not distinguish between behaviors and emotions. Both could be part of the
optimal action. When facing a danger, it could be optimal for any individual to be scared, i.e. to experience
an emotion, and run, i.e. to adopt a certain behavior. And alternately some actions taken under emotional
stress can be seen as biased and irrational. So that both behaviors and emotions can be part of the bias to the
optimal action, rather than part of the optimal action itself. Ultimately, thoughts too are highly dependent
on the unconscious, and few are absolutely devoid of emotive content. So that emotions, behaviors and
thoughts could all be part of the bias, and as such be explained by the introduction of a second agent, the
unconscious, endowed with an alternate and specific grid of lecture of the reality.

By encompassing emotions, cognitions and behaviors in the bias, our model bridges the gap between
emotion theorists and economists (see Elster 1998), and provides common grounds to psychology and eco-
nomics, which is supported by a constant litterature (Smith 1859; Tarde 1902; Katona 1951; Rabin 1998,
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2005). An implication of our views is the following: since the bias encapsulates the difference of information
between conscious and unconscious, the model suggests that emotions will be regulated once the information
gap is filled, i.e. when the information of the unconscious will be shared by the conscious.

To illustrate this point, let us consider the example of anger. How does anger evolve? At first, it is
manageable. However, if the source of our anger does not disappear, we will eventually utter it out. And at
some point, our anger will suddenly disappear. The present model suggests that anger, as any emotion, is a
bias to an optimal action. It is caused by an alternate perception of the unconscious and is encapsulated in
the bias to the optimal action. When uttered out, the unconscious information is explicitly expressed and
shared or revealed to the conscious. The information gap is filled and anger disappears.

Let us stress that the hypothesis of an imperfectly informed conscious does not a priori allow him to
suspect the presence of a bias in his optimization. Without prior knowledge of the unconscious, the conscious
would deduce ex post - after revelation of the true parameters - that a suboptimal action resulted from his
misestimation of the situation measured by (1− β) ε. Repeated mistakes could lead him to the conclusion
of a lack of estimation power.

However, the bias could be suspected and quantitatively estimated. The presence of the systematic bias
β
∑
(γiθ

u
i − αiθi) could be measured by the correlation of the mistakes in a series of similar situations.

Indeed, measuring the average of his actions through an extended period of time and over a large sample of
similar actions could lead to eliminate random errors and measure an average action

ā = aopt + β
∑

(γiθ
u
i − αiθi)

Ex-post, when aopt is revealed, the systematic bias could be measured. We can even venture that the θui could
be partly retrieved. By examining the biases over a sufficiently large sample of events, one could retrieve,
a minima, some structural similarities among various situations, and postulate a structural form for a set
of θui . This would help determine the form of the triggers inducing the unconscious reaction. However, this
would require to abstract oneself from the contingencies of the present situation and seek similarities within
situations.

To conclude this discussion, let us point out that the notion of dual agent presented here has been
at the root of several works developing models of interactions both inside a single economic agent, and
between several agents. These subsequent papers demonstrate the advantages there are in considering
rational substructures in economic theory to describe apparent irrational behaviors, and validate the path
taken here. Gosselin and Lotz (2012) and Gosselin et al. (2013, 2015) generalized the description of an
economic agent as a set of several substructures with different grids of lectures, interacting permanently
and possibly strategically (a related approach has been developed in Cunningham 2013). Depending on
the strength of interactions stable equilibria or recurrent cycles of behavior appear, along with systematic
apparent biases in behavior. These first applications further led the authors to develop a general theoretical
framework describing dynamic interactions of a large number of economic agents (Gosselin et al 2017, 2018,
2019). The appearance of non-trivial phases and the individual dynamics of the agents in these phases can
be derived for such systems. In particular, Gosselin et al (2017) applied this framework to model multiple
selves and derived the various states of a multiple-self agent, i.e. the possible backgrounds of behavior in
which the actions of an aggregated agent take place.

Conclusion

Modeling the unconscious as a second agent acting alongside the neo-classical rational conscious agent has
proved to induce a bias in this dual agent’s optimization. This bias, although rational and optimal under the
dual agent’s perspective, is actually sub-optimal with respect to the actual context. Insofar as it is generated
by predetermined collective schemes, it could persist despite aggregation.

The dual agent framework represents an alternative to the economic agent, and allows to consider its
actions under a psychological angle. It provides a useful theoretical framework to analyzing emotionally-
driven outcomes. Alternatively, it allows to consider psychological processes under an economical point of
view.

The concepts that have been discussed here allow for a certain amount of extensions, both on theoretical
and empirical grounds. On the theoretical side, the most obvious and immediate extensions are the intro-
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duction of dynamics, and interaction between conscious and unconscious, respectively. On the empirical
side, tools to measure the bias in the dual agent’s action should be developed.
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